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As a Car Technician, responsible for Obtaining information from manufacturers about 
what parts are not covered under warranty for reasons such as damage caused by 
use of illicit drugs or alcohol; performing repairs on vehicles that may be affected by 
these issues; preparing estimates for repairs that may be needed to address these 
issues, Working with manufacturer representatives to troubleshoot problems related 
to components of a vehicle's electrical system or computer system, Verifying the 
appropriate rating for all emissions equipment installed in vehicles.

EXPERIENCE

Car Technician
ABC Corporation - JULY 2007 – SEPTEMBER 2008

 Tested car battery for bad cell.
 Replaced battery using a battery memory saver.
 Replaced car light bulbs.
 Rotated and balanced tires.
 Replaced transmission and motor oil.
 Recommended appropriate products to fit the customers needs while 

ensuring the highest level of customer service.
 Responsible for cleanliness and appearance of merchandise and 

store.

Car Technician 
Delta Corporation - 2002 – 2007

 Cleaning cars General vehicle maintenance Customer interaction.
 Cleaned customers cars inside and out change oil and filter make 

sure our customers was satisfied every time they come in and leave 
Accomplishments .

 Provide customer service to drivers coming in for auto service Provide
basic automotive maintenance including conducting oil changes, filter
changes, .

 Performed minor vehicle maintenance Provided minor car bodywork 
Delivered vehicles to customers.

 Servicing and replacing oil and air filters Automotive grease fittings 
Inspecting and replacing car lights and wipers Checking, refilling and .

 Responsible for the care and maintenance of the cars on the lot.
 This includes vacuuming and prepping the cars, shuttling cars to and 

from car washes and dealerships for servicing, car transports to and 
from .
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EDUCATION

 MS

SKILLS

Matlab, Audio Systems, Automobile Systems, Wood Shop.
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